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ABSTRACT
Aim: Root canal irrigation plays an important role in the debridement and disinfection of the 
root canal system. “The purpose of this study was to evaluate the efficacy of CarisolvTM, 1% 
sodium hypochlorite (NaOCl) gel, and 1% NaOCl solution as root canal irrigants in deciduous 
anterior teeth.”
Materials and Methods: Thirty-six extracted deciduous anterior teeth were used. Root canals 
were flooded with NaOCl solution in Group A, NaOCl gel in Group B and CarisolvTM in Group C 
and incubated for 30 min. Scanning electron microscope photomicrographs of canal wall debris 
in the apical, middle and coronal thirds were scored.
Results: The results showed that regardless of irrigation regime, canals were consistently 
cleaner in the coronal and middle thirds than in the apical thirds. NaOCl solution, NaOCl gel, 
and CarisolvTM had comparable activity at coronal third and middle third of root canals. At the 
apical third, NaOCl solution cleaned canals better than NaOCl gel and CarisolvTM. CarisolvTM 

cleaned debris better than NaOCl gel at the apical third.
Conclusion: CarisolvTM can be used as an adjunct to root canal preparation.
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for the ideal irrigant solution still challenges endodontics 
and therefore great effort has been focused on assessing the 
potential of different substances for root canal irrigation. [6] 

Conventional root canal treatment includes mechanical 
instrumentation in combination with antimicrobial 
and tissue solvent irrigation to dissolve and dislodge 
debris, and create a clean environment compatible with 
periapical health. In the case of deciduous teeth, extensive 
dentine removal is probably undesirable, placing greater 
emphasis on irrigants for cleansing. Sodium hypochlorite 
is most widely recommended endodontic irrigant 
because of its excellent tissue solvent and antimicrobial 
properties in concentrations between 0.5 and 5.25%,[7] 
but it is known to cause serious damage when allowed 
to enter periradicular tissues even in small amounts.[8,9]  
CarisolvTM (MediTeam, Goteborg, Sweden) is a well 
researched product which is advocated for chemo 
mechanical removal of infected carious dentine.[10] 
A preliminary study showed that Carisolv had the potential 
to clean immature canals although it was less effective than 
undiluted house hold bleach.[1] In that study, CarisolvTM 

was not compared with lower concentrations of sodium 
hypochlorite that may be used more commonly in pediatric 
dentistry. The present study was undertaken to evaluate and 
compare the efficacy of CarisolvTM, 1% NaOCl gel, and 1% 
NaOCl solution as root canal irrigants in deciduous teeth.
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The main goal in root canal treatment is to eliminate 
infection and substrate from the root canal system[1-3] and 
to prevent its recurrence. Pulp therapy has been suggested 
since 1932 as a method for maintaining primary teeth, 
which would otherwise be lost.[4] This procedure still proves 
to be complicated and has remained controversial for a 
number of reasons in the pediatric population. Mainly, 
the perceived difficulty of behavior management and 
uncertainty about the effects of root canal filling material 
and instrumentation on the succedaneous teeth, anatomic 
situations like the often complicated, curved and tortuous 
root canals and closeness of the advancing tooth buds, make 
the treatment more difficult.[5] Despite the outstanding 
advancement reached in all fields of dental research, search 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

The present in vitro study is a non randomized comparative 
study in which thirty six human deciduous anterior teeth, 
extracted for orthodontic purposes, were collected and 
stored in 0.2% chlorhexidine gluconate solution at room 
temperature. Teeth with at least 2/3rd root remaining were 
included in the study. All teeth were decoronated at the 
CEJ level using water cooled diamond disc. Commercially 
available 3% NaOCl solution was diluted (1:3) to 1% 
concentration using tap water;[11] NaOCl gel (1%) was 
prepared freshly, as it was not commercially available, a 
thickening agent, methylcellulose (Sigma Aldrich) was 
added to 1% sodium hypochlorite solution to prepare the 
sodium hypochlorite gel. The sodium hypochlorite solution 
was added drop by drop to methylcellulose powder and 
mixed in a mortar and pestle until uniform consistency 
of the gel was obtained.[12] CarisolvTM is presented in two 
syringes, and components from both are mixed together 
before using. Specimens were divided into three groups of 
twelve teeth each. Irrigants were introduced into the canals 
in each group, with a 25-gauge endodontic needle (Miraject, 
Hager Werken), attached to a Luer-Loc syringe. The needle 
was inserted carefully to the apical limit of the root, and the 
canal was back-filled until brim-full with following:
• Group A (Experimental Group I): 1% NaOCl solution
• Group B (Experimental Group II):1% NaOCl gel 
• Group C (Experimental Group III): CarisolvTM

Tooth roots were incubated at room temperature for 30 min 
then the root canals were rinsed with normal saline. The 
roots were then grooved with diamond disc longitudinally, 
before carefully splitting with an orthodontic wire cutter.

The specimens were immersed in SEM fixative (2% 
glutalradehyde) to preserve the canal wall debris for SEM 
analysis. After this procedure they were rinsed with normal 
saline and sequentially dehydrated in 10, 25, 50, 75, 90, 
and 100% alcohol at 15 min intervals. Specimens were 
then mounted on metal stub and then ion sputtered in an 
ion sputtering device (Fine Coat, JEOL, JFC- 1100 E, JEOL 
Technics Co.; Tokyo, Japan) for 5 min, before viewing under 
Scanning Electron Microscope (JEOL, JSM 840A, JEOL 
Technics Co; Tokyo, Japan). After a general survey of the 
entire canal wall, photomicrographs were taken at ×500 
magnification of representative areas of coronal, middle and 
apical thirds of canals [Figures 1–3]. Images were captured 
for scoring. Images were read by one examiner who was 
an experienced clinical academician with no knowledge 
of sample group or treatment and were scored against the 
following five-point scale.[1,13]

• Score (1) Clean root canal wall, only few small debris 
particles.

• Score (2) Light coverage of debris, <25% tubules 
covered.

• Score (3) Moderate coverage of debris, >25% but <50% 
tubules covered.

Figure 1: SEM photomicrograph (×500) at apical region after 30 min 
incubation with NaOCl solution 1% (score 1)

Figure 2: SEM photomicrograph (×500) at apical region after 30 min 
incubation with NaOCl gel 1% (score 4)

Figure 3: SEM photomicrograph (×500) at apical region after 30 min 
incubation with CarisolvTM (score 3)

• Score (4) Heavy coverage of debris, >50% but <75% 
tubules covered.

• Score (5) Complete or nearly complete root canal wall 
covered by debris.
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There was no restriction on time taken to read each image. 
A break of 5 min was taken after reading each image. Fifty 
four randomly selected images were re-read 1 week later to 
determine intra examiner consistency and Cohen’s K scores 
were calculated. The final data were analyzed statistically 
using Kruskal–Wallis test and Mann–Whitney test.

RESULTS

Regardless of irrigation regime, canals were consistently 
cleaner in the coronal and middle thirds than in the apical 
thirds (P<0.05). NaOCl solution (1%), NaOCl gel (1%), and 
CarisolvTM had comparable activity at coronal third and 
middle third of root canals (P>0.05). At the apical third 
NaOCl solution (1%) cleaned better than both NaOCl 
gel (1%) and CarisolvTM (P<0.001, P=0.034, respectively). 
CarisolvTM cleaned better than NaOCl gel (1%) at the apical 
third (P=0.001). Mean debris scores and standard deviations 
for each group are shown in Table 1. Re-scoring of 54 
random images yielded a Cohen’s K score of 0.825 indicating 
a very high level of internal agreement.

DISCUSSION

The ideal root canal irrigant solution does not exist. An 
ideal root canal irrigant would be non-toxic to host tissues, 
antimicrobial and possess tissue solvent properties. Full 
strength (5%) sodium hypochlorite is regarded by many 
as the optimal irrigant.[7,14] The choice of concentration of 
NaOCl has been a matter of debate, the range extending 
traditionally from 0.5% to 5.25%.[15,16] Most regimes, 
especially in deciduous root canals involve a balance 
between canal cleaning and safety. There is therefore a 
need for continued research and development to devise 
novel regimes to control infection and remove substrate 
most effectively, whilst placing patient at minimal risk.
[1] CarisolvTM is presented in two syringes, one containing 
0.5% NaOCl and the other containing 0.1 M amino acids, 
gel substance, sodium chlorite, sodium hydroxide and a 
color indicator (erythrocin). When these components are 
mixed together, the amino acids bind with chlorine to form 
high pH chloramine which is a potent disinfectant with 
tissue solvent activity. CarisolvTM is considered as a harmless 
solution and it was found that direct contact with CarisolvTM 

for 3 min caused no or only a week inflammatory response 
on oral mucous membrane.[17]

The irrigation regime used in the study was 30 min 
(regarded as a maximum appointment duration a child 
could reasonably tolerate in the dental chair). It was 
suggested in a previous study that CarisolvTM and NaOCl 
(1%) require wall contact for more than 10 min if they 
are to have a beneficial effect on wall cleanliness.[13] 
If exchange is not possible, it was recommended that 
CarisolvTM should maintain contact for at least 20 min and 
ideally for 30 min.[13] CarisolvTM is a gel which cannot be 
easily exchanged in volume like a liquid irrigant. Cost 
and the relatively small volume in which it is presented 
by the manufacturer also preclude high volume exchange. 
For these reasons, all the irrigants were compared in a 
comparable way by flooding the canals and allowing them 
to work on wall debris without further intervention.[13]

The present study was conducted to evaluate and compare 
the efficacies of CarisolvTM and 1% NaOCl gel with 1% 
NaOCl solution as a root canal irrigant in deciduous 
anterior teeth. Teeth were stored in 0.2% chlorhexidine 
gluconate solution at room temperature before and during 
the study, as 0.2% chlorhexidine gluconate lacks the tissue 
solvent activity and is a broad spectrum antimicrobial 
agent.[18]

Results of the present study were slightly different than 
the previous studies.[1,13] Both the previous studies were 
done in permanent teeth. Deciduous teeth show more 
complex and tortuous anatomy than their permanent 
counterparts. The findings obtained from permanent 
teeth have been assumed to apply to primary teeth,[1,13] but 
evidence suggests significant chemical and morphological 
differences between them.[19] It is important to evaluate 
treatments specifically for primary dentine, since it can 
not be assumed that permanent and primary dentine will 
respond to treatment in the same way. It is assumed that 
NaoCl 1% solution fared better at the apical third because 
of the better reach, due to the lack of viscosity. Whereas 
CarisolvTM was slightly better than NaoCl 1% gel at apical 
third because of formation of high pH chloramines, which 
is a potent disinfectant with tissue solvent properties. 
Further investigations are justified to assess the efficiency 
and role of these agents in safe debridement and 
disinfection of root canal system.

CONCLUSION

Within the limits of present in vitro study following 
conclusions are drawn:
• NaOCl solution (1%) is more effective irrigant for debris 

removal in deciduous root canals. It remains the most 
popular endodontic irrigant, provided that it is used 
with care and is contained in the root canal system.

• Carisolv TM cleans deciduous root canals better than 
NaOCl gel (1%) and can be used as an adjunct to root 
canal preparation.

Table 1: Mean debris score of three groups at coronal, 
middle and apical third
Group* Coronal third  

(mean±SD)
Middle third 
(mean±SD)

Apical third 
(mean±SD)

Group A 2.00 ± 0.00 2.92 ± 0.67 3.17 ± 0.39
Group B 1.67 ± 0.49 3.08 ± 0.79 4.83 ± 0.39
Group C 1.67 ± 0.49 2.67 ± 0.65 3.75 ± 0.87
*Group A - 1% NaOCl solution, Group B - 1% NaOCl gel, Group C - 
CarisolvTM, SD - Standard deviation
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